ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
It is likely that electro-optical imagery will be one of the major sources of data for the vehicle-borne mine detection and clearance systems. Infrared imagery has proved invaluable in detecting the tell-tale thermal signatures of buried land mines [1, 2] . Dual-band approaches appear to offer the prospect of more reliable operation [3, 4, 5] . In this regard, DelGrande has shown, in an analysis based on heat transfer theory, that dual-band infrared systems can extract accurate temperature maps by compensating for the spatial variation of emissivity. Not surprisingly, visual imagery has not been used successfully for detecting buried mines.
Even though they are encouraging, these studies, which have attempted to detect or classify land mines, suffer from two major methodological faults: (i) the samples are too small to give statistically significant results, and (ii) no effort has been made to estimate confidence intervals on the estimated values of P D and P FA . The appropriate calculations show these intervals to be large.
These early studies, while they hold out the possibility of ultimate success, do not satisfy the requirements of military mine detection or civilian mine clearance. If smart signal processing is going to contribute to mine detection, it is likely that other sensors, including thermal nuclear activation, ground penetrating radar and metal detectors will also be necessary. However, mine detection is difficult, not just because mines are well hidden, but because the conditions are so variable. One can expect changes of soil type and humidity, weather, mine type, time of day, surface clutter and geometry. The methods reported in the studies cited above cannot be expected to perform well under a reasonable range of conditions. The aim of this paper is two-fold: firstly, to present the experimental design calculations for estimating the necessary minimum number of sample for statistical proof of hypotheses on P D and P FA ; and secondly, to propose an evolvable model structure capable of representing the necessary variation of targets and conditions.
A CLASSICAL STUDY
A short initial study is being mounted to produce methodologically sound evidence that (i) fusion of dual-band infrared imagery enhances detection/false alarm rate tradeoff and (ii) that three-band visible imagery can be used to reduce the probability of false alarm by identifying surface clutter. The approach to detection is conventional; the imagery is registered, regions of interest (ROIs) are extracted, features of the ROIs are generated, and then classified as "mine" or "not mine". The key methodological questions arise at the experimental design stage, in classifier training, and in interpreting the results. The discussion here focusses on experimental design. On the basis of Clark et al.s' results [6] sand is a difficult soil type, for which dual-band infrared imagery may give significant benefits. Comparison of single-band and dual-band detection results from a non-vegetated sandy soil test site should confirm or disprove the value of dual-band fusion under conditions such as these, which are so common in Australia ( figure  1 ). The ability of the additional visual imagery to reduce clutter-induced false alarms will be tested by comparing these results with the outcome of similar experiments, in which the test site is partially cluttered by dry leaves. The required experimental conditions are shown in 
Estimating Required Sample Sizes
The detection test results are either (i) a number of missed detections in a set of examples in which mines are present, or (ii) a number of false alarms in a set of examples where they are not. The ratios of these numbers of errors to the total number of examples in each set are estimates of the underlying error rates. However, these estimates are uncertain and have confidence intervals. The purpose of the study is to demonstrate statistically significant improvements in algorithm performance. Specifically, we seek to detect differences in underlying error rates. In the approach presented here, the significance level is stated and the required sample number is calculated by inverting a generalised likelihood ratio test of error rate difference. The working detailed by Roughan and McMichael [7] shows that the minimum number of data to generate a test with significance for distinguishing underlying error rates e 1 and e 2 is N = 
Prior estimates of the error rates under the different treatments were obtained from [6] , and the required number of samples was estimated to be 100 for class I and 200 for class II. This is significantly more data than has been used in previous studies. A diagram showing graphs of minimum sample numbers for e 2 = 0:2 and variable e 1 is shown in figure 2. As the error rate difference, e 1 , e 2 , becomes smaller the number of samples required increases. As the size of the test increases, the test becomes less significant, and the required number of samples decreases.
A BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK
It is possible, that by muddling through using the type of ad hoc approach, characteristic of this and earlier work, a practical multisensor mine detection system could be developed. However, as we have seen, the problem is difficult, and requires error rates far below those provided by most automatic target detection systems. The remainder of this paper provides a unifying model structure for representing the problem, and an optimisation route for developing efficient algorithms.
Semantic Models
The problem of detecting mines involves providing answers to two questions: "where are the likely locations of mines?" and "how likely is a mine to be there?". To cover territory quickly, vehicle-borne sensors need to view considerable areas, which may contain many objects, including soil, roads, vegetation, surface mines, buried mines and rocks. The scene model needs to represent sufficient detail for mines to be recognised and non-mine objects to be discarded. This semantic representation would attribute meaning and properties to scene objects.
Earlier attempts to construct such structures, reported in the vision literature, have extracted features from visual scenes, and then modelled objects and their interrelationships with rules [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . In logic-based and rule-based systems objects are abstract entities that satisfy or break the rules. In satisfying a rule an entity or group of entities is conferred with the property associated with the rule. Relationships can be represented in many ways besides rules, such as semantic nets, and propositional and predicate logic. In statistics, objects occur as components of mixture distributions. Uncertain relationships have been represented by fuzzy logic, Dempster-Shafer theory and conventional probability.
Good Model Structures
In drawing from these approaches we seek frameworks that can coherently represent the problem without adding artifactual constraints. A good framework should have at least some of the following properties:
1. allow consistent inference;
2. be a declarative problem statement;
3. be able to incorporate "deep" knowledge;
4. be able to model rule-like constraints;
5. be able to represent rule bindings;
6. contain objects directly driven by data;
7. contain meta-objects driven by other objects;
8. be able to infer from statistical data;
9. be able to infer from images and feature fields;
10. be able to fuse data from several sensors;
11. facilitate good algorithms;
12. enable algorithm optimisation.
Property 1 and the requirement to represent uncertain states force the use of Bayesian inference, which also provides a declarative problem statement. At least some of the objects in the representation should be directly constrained by the data, while others should be available to model higher level relationships between the data driven objects. Substantial reductions in the amount of data required to train the system can be achieved by constraining the inter-object relationships using expert knowledge, and this is facilitated by representing relationships as intelligible rules. The detection system should be able to infer the structure of its model and parameters from statistical data including imagery and feature fields (e.g. edge maps and wavelet transforms) and other sensor inputs. Most important of all, the framework must be capable of generating effective algorithms.
Bayesian inference seeks to infer the relative degree of consistency of each member of a portfolio of models fMg with data X about an unknown reality. The relative degree of consistency of a model with the data is determined by its absolute degree of consistency with the data, as measured by the likelihood function PXjM. The prior prejudice of the modeller is represented by the prior probability PM. The relative degree of consistency of model with data is quantified by its posterior probability PMjX, calculated using Bayes' rule:
This simple method for coherent reasoning under uncertainty will be progressively developed to infer the content of complicated scenes.
A SINGLE-SENSOR MODEL
In the Bayesian approach, the first step is to define the likelihood function that links the data to the space of models. The models are generally parameterised by large numbers of real and discrete variables that enable accurate representation of varied scenes at the necessary level of detail. In advanced problems, such as this, these functions are complicated, and the process of inference (applying Bayes rule, or approximations thereto) is made much simpler if they factorise into terms in discrete subsets of data and parameters. This form of "divide-and-rule" can be achieved here by segmenting the image. Let X be a list of pixel values in an image arranged by location and indexed by a variable k; i.e. X = fx k ; k g k2K . Let the segment S j X be a subset of X; i.e. S j X = fx k ; k g k2Kj . The set of index variable sets K j of the segments is termed the segmentation S and is equal to the partition fK j g n j=1 .
We consider likelihoods of the form
where the model B is defined by the set of objects fO j g n j=1
which themselves contain parameters, at least one defining the object's type t j and possibly others defining other properties of the object; the latter are grouped for each object into a set j . The posterior of the object set B given a fixed segmentation S is pBjX;S = PXjB;S pBjS R PXjB;S pBjS dB ; (4) where pBjS is the prior probability density of the object set B given a fixed segmentation S. This term contains both subjective prior knowledge about the objects' parameters and about relationships between objects. The segmentation itself may be marginalised out, giving the posterior of the object set conditional only on the data, pBjX = Z pBjX;S pS dS:
Associating Objects with Features
In all multi-object scene analysis problems, such as tracking, blind deconvolution and visual scene analysis, objects have to be associated with subsets of the data. These association problems are, in general, NP-hard; however effective procedures have been designed in each application domain by incorporating sufficient prior information.
We swap the trivial problem of associating n identical objects with n segments for a NP-hard one, in which there are several object types, in order to reduce the complexity of the object representations and to allow expert knowledge to be built in to each type of object. For example, specific objects can be constructed to model areas of rock, vegetation etc..
The form of the relationships between pairs of objects is determined by the type parameters of each. Given the types of all the objects a particular graphical model or Bayes net can be constructed. Object type estimation is equivalent to estimating the structure of the Bayes net.
The object set parameters B may be divided into the type matrix T = ft j g n j=1 and the object properties = f j g n j=1 . The posterior of the type matrix is PTjX = Z pBjX d; (6) and if the segmentation is fixed:
Inferring the Segmentation
Segmentation is a commonly used process in scene analysis; its purpose is to divide up the image in to regions that can be modelled individually using simple representations. It is a tool which simplifies both scene inference and its implementation. Although interesting algorithms, such as relaxation labelling and simulated annealing have been used to solve segmentation problems, the starting point is the objective of the segmentation, here defined by PXjB and pBjS. Under the model structure proposed above, the posterior of a segmentation S is PSjX = Z PXjB;S PS P fSg PXjB;S PS dB: (8) This posterior favours segmentations that fit the object types included in B, and is the basis of a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation algorithm for segmentations.
Inferring Higher Level Objects
To simplify the low level object association and estimation problem, the low level objects in B should have relatively few types. If so, probable image segments are likely to contain small fragments of larger objects of interest, and the model structure needs to be augmented to represent high level relationships between the low level objects. High level objects can be introduced which relate with the data indirectly via the low level objects. Again, their types determine the connectivity of the Bayes net representation of their interactions. Let the set of high level objects be A = ft Z PXjB pBjA pA R PXjB pBjA pA dA dB: (9) An example of this model structure is presented in figure  3 . It shows the Bayes net formed by image segments, low level objects and high level objects for a particular instance of the object type matrices and segmentation. The presence of higher level objects affects the probabilities of low level objects as follows: pBjX = R pBjA PXjB pA dA R pBjA PXjB pA dB dA : (10) This approach is readily extended to handle segmentations of stacked planes of feature fields. 
Decision Making
Ultimately, we want to test whether objects identified by this process are mines with sufficient probability to warrant action. Decision theory can be applied so that the costs of false alarms and failures to detect can be incorporated. Let one of the allowable object types be "mine"; action is taken when its expected utility is greater than that of inaction. The utility calculation is based on the marginal probability of the "mine" type for each object.
A MULTISENSOR MODEL
The concept of image segmentation is one example of a decomposition process in which data is processed into discrete components each of which is attributable to a different object. Sharp images are naturally decomposed into discrete segments, however ground penetrating radar images are better understood in terms of overlapping geometrical features. Never-the-less, low level objects can be inferred, from which physical causes can be estimated; networks of objects are plausible semantic representations of many forms of sensor data.
Sensors can support their own semantic models, or objects can be shared. This enables data fusion, cross sensor cuing, and, depending on the granularity of the decomposition, signal level decomposition. Figure 4 illustrates a multisensor Bayes net showing three registered images being fused with a non-imaging sensor. This network corresponds to a single instance of the type matrices and segmentation. 
IMPLEMENTATION
This consistent declarative statement of the semantic scene analysis problem is a useful step; however, the ultimate aim is to design good algorithms. The integrals of the Bayesian solution cannot be calculated by any conceivable computational device, and approximation is necessary. MAP algorithms force the drastic simplification of selecting only one model from the portfolio. However, intermediate approaches, that involve retaining groups of likely models and approximate local modelling of the posterior distributions are likely to offer very large reductions in effort, provide sufficient information about the scene, and represent the uncertainty about objects' types required for reliable decision making.
CONCLUSION
This paper has sought to make two contributions, firstly, to provide a technique for setting minimum sample numbers to detect differences in error rates, and secondly, to set out a declarative framework for semantic analysis of scenes like those provided by forward looking vehicleborne sensors for detecting land mines.
Recalling the properties of good scene models suggested in section 3.2, we see that the framework satisfies properties 1-7, 9 and 10. Property 8 would satisfied if the object representations were tuned in the light of historical data, and this is readily accommodated within the framework. However, despite clear lines of approach, further work is necessary to establish whether efficient algorithms can be derived from this declarative formulation. It is our aim to apply this, or similar models, to a mine detection problem using real data, in the near future.
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